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Whatever Next 

 Large tray/container 

 Water 

 Glitter 

 Containers 

 Towels to dry off with 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Glitter water play 

Fill a large container with water—you will need a big enough container for your 

child to be able to access easily such as a messy play tray or large bucket 

Sprinkle various colours of glitter in to the water and mix it up to give it a space 

themed feel 

Using whatever containers or toys you wish allow your child to play and explore 

the glittery water 
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 Template cut outs of 

moons, owls and rockets 

 Colouring pens/

pencils 

 Hole punch 

 String 

 Scissors 

 

 

 

Whatever Next 

Moon, owl and rocket mobiles 

Print out templates of moon, owl and rocket shapes and cut these 

out using scissors 

Using colouring pens or pencils decorate these with your desired 

patters 

Make a hole in the top and bottoms of each shape (other then the 

very last one) using a hole punch (or other suitable object) 

Thread some string through the holes to attach each shape  

together. Once assembled you can hang your mobile for all to 

see! 
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 Cardboard tissue tubes 

 Coloured card/paper 

 Tissue paper 

 Glue 

 Scissors 

 Pens 

 

Whatever Next 

Home made rockets 

Cover a cardboard tissue tube with coloured paper of choice to make the body 

of your rocket. Glue this in to place so it remains secure 

Using another piece of coloured paper fold this in to a cone shape and then glue 

on to one end of  the tube to create the top of the rocket. You may need to cut 

your pieces of paper to a smaller size for a better fit 

Scrunch some pieces of tissue paper using different colours and glue these in to 

the other end of your rocket to create flames—we used yellow, orange and red 

Decorate your rocket if desired using pens to create windows, doors or any 

other designs you may want 

Once all the glue is dry your child can 

now use their rocket to play space 

missions with—or you can display your 

rockets on a shelf or even use some 

string to hang these from the ceiling 

 

You can also use different size  

cardboard tubes such as the middle of 

toilet rolls or kitchen rolls to create 

various size rockets 
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 Teddy bears 

 Blankets/pillows 

 Snacks/drinks of choice 

 Picnic spot 

 

 

 

Whatever Next 

Teddy bears picnic 

Once you have found your desired picnic spot  lay out a blanket and some 

pillows to create an extra comfy and cosy picnic space 

Lay out your snacks and drinks of choice on your blanket and sit your  

teddies around you 

Once all set up you can enjoy your picnic with your teddies, friends and  

family. Have fun eating lots of yummy snacks, playing games and telling stories 

 

If enjoying your picnic outside in the sunshine don’t forget to pack sun cream, 

hats and sunglasses to protect you from the sun. 

If the weather isn’t so nice then you can always hold your teddy bears picnic  

indoors 
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 Coloured cards 

 Printed pictures 

 Printed words 

 Scissors 

 Glue 

 Hole punch 

 Treasury Tags 

 

 

 

Whatever Next 

Flash Cards 

Print out any pictures and relevant words from the book that you wish to use 

for your flash cards and cut these to appropriate sizes using scissors 

Stick pictures and corresponding words on to card—you can either use  

multiple pictures on one piece of card or make smaller individual cards 

If desired then once dry cut pieces of card to a smaller size to make 

smaller individual flash cards 

Once you have the cards of your chosen size use a hole punch to make 

a hole in one side of the cards and then attach these together using a 

treasury tag 

Have fun using the cards to teach your child new words! 

 

Tip—if you wish you could laminate the cards before  

putting holes from them or use board to make your  

cards so they are more durable 
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 Large tray 

 Astronaut figures 

 Stones/sand 

 Balls 

 Any other space themed toys 

 

Whatever Next 

Outer space sensory tray 

Using a large tray or container fill the bottom with some coloured stones 

(or sand if you would prefer) to create the base for your space discovery 

bin. You could either make this to represent the moon or a planet/star 

Using any space themed toys you may have to hand lay these out in your 

tray to create your desired space scene. We have used astronauts,  

rockets, and planets (coloured bouncy balls) 

Tip—if you do not have any space themed toys to hand you can get creative with 

materials you can find around your home. Washing up liquid can easily become 

space slime, scrunch some tin foil to make stars, balls and marbles can represent 

planets. You could even cover some rocks with foil or paint them silver to make 

moon rocks! And you can also see our activity card from week 3 for tips to make 

your very own rockets 


